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Marquesa 
We shook up the classic elements of damask by creating 

a neutral and antiqued surface set against a patina of 

shimmering blues, greens and lavender. Lovely, right? 

Tufted of hand-spun wool and bamboo viscose, for even 

more modern opulence.  

Hand-spun wool & bamboo viscose, hand-tufted. 
Color: Blue

• 2’6 x 8’ $725
• 3’ x 5’ $545
• 4’ x 6’ $855
• 5’ x 8’ $1,425
• 8’ x 10’ $2,900
• 9’ x 13’ $4,295

Fall Rugs
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Looking Glass
A gradation of colors from light to dark creates a 

crystalline effect, while bamboo-viscose adds shimmer, 

to create organic shapes that resemble a crystal rock 

formation - or whatever you happen to see.

100% Hand-spun bamboo viscose, hand-tufted loop pile. 
Color: Lake

• 2’6 x 8’ $725
• 3’ x 5’ $545
• 4’ x 6’ $855
• 5’ x 8’ $1,425
• 8’ x 10’ $2,900
• 9’ x 13’ $4,295

Fall Rugs
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Galleria
Glass Act! Drawing inspiration from dazzling Italian 

Murano glass, we created a fanciful flowing paisley 

pattern drenched in layer upon layer of color. Hand-

tufted pile features luxuriously soft bamboo-viscose 

yarns for even more splendidness underfoot. Looking 

for more pop? Pair with our coordinating Galleria pillow.

100% Hand-spun bamboo viscose, hand-tufted, cut pile.
Color: Multi

• 2’6 x 8’ $725
• 3’ x 5’ $545
• 4’ x 6’ $855
• 5’ x 8’ $1,425
• 8’ x 10’ $2,900
• 9’ x 13’ $4,295

Fall Rugs
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Reflections
“The common theme of this piece is water and sky,” 

explains interior designer and winner of our Design a Rug 

contest, Liz Hause. Inspired by a photo she captured from 

an airplane window, Hause created blue sky above and land 

below reminiscent of a water reflection dappled by sunlight. 

Luxuriously soft bamboo-viscose yarns translate sunlight’s 

shimmering effect while hand-crafted loop pile highlights her 

geometric irrigation farms. The result? A stunning textural 

landscape in an equally dazzling color palette. In other 

words, a truly winning design. 

100% Hand-spun bamboo viscose, hand-tufted cut and
loop pile. Color: Multi

• 2’6 x 8’ $725
• 3’ x 5’ $545
• 4’ x 6’ $855
• 5’ x 8’ $1,425
• 8’ x 10’ $2,900
• 9’ x 13’ $4,295

Fall Rugs
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Hickory
Floored by the beauty of the forest, we fused variegated 

and mottled yarns in on-trend shades of toffee, grey and 

black, then tufted them to create a play of striking color 

and sumptuous texture on this delightfully dense wool 

rug. A wonderful neutral that celebrates the splendor of 

nature. 

100% Wool, hand-tufted, loop pile. 
Color: Pewter

• 2’6 x 8’ $545
• 3’ x 5’ $395
• 4’ x 6’ $645
• 5’ x 8’ $995
• 8’ x 10’ $1,995
• 9’ x 13’ $2,995

Fall Rugs
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High Jinks
Our ode to India’s Holi Festival, a time to let go of 

worries and have fun, includes four wildly colorful 

medallion patterns bordered with accenting stripes. 

Hand hooked of pure wool, this rug is ready to create 

a striking and joyous focal point in your home.    

100% wool, hand-hooked, loop pile.
Color: Multi

• 2’6 x 8’ $340
• 2’ x 3’ $89
• 3’ x 5’ $245
• 4’ x 6’ $375
• 5’ x 8’ $680
• 8’ x 10’ $1,395
• 9’ x 13’ $1,995

Fall Rugs
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Cream of The Crop
Flower power!  It doesn’t get any better than these 

gorgeous cottage blooms, hand hooked with beautifully 

hued wool. The blossoms, rendered in shades of berry, 

red and orange, are strikingly combined with green 

leaves and a warm driftwood ground.    

100% wool, hand-hooked, loop pile.
Color: Multi

• 2’6 x 8’ $340
• 2’ x 3’ $89
• 3’ x 5’ $245
• 4’ x 6’ $375
• 5’ x 8’ $680
• 8’ x 10’ $1,395
• 9’ x 13’ $1,995

Fall Rugs
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Galleria Pillow
Glass Act! Drawing inspiration from dazzling Italian Murano 

glass, we set a flowing paisley design atop this stunning 

velvet pillow. The colorful digital print is highlighted with 

detailed quilting, and finished with piping plus a solid-velvet 

back. Hidden-zipper closure; down/feather insert included. 

Looking for even more pop? Pair with our coordinating 

Galleria rug. 

Cotton velvet with digital print & detailed quilting 
Colors: Multi

22” x 22” $165

Fall Pillows
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Juliette Pillow
Our bold design combines a lovely damask, a palette of subtle 

yet sophisticated colors, and a sampler’s worth of intricate 

embroidery.  The result? A chic, worldly vibe for any room. 

Reverses to yet another damask pattern hand printed on cotton 

sateen. Finished with elegant piping and a hidden-zipper 

closure. Down/feather insert included.  

Cotton sateen with detailed hand-print back, embroidery front.
Color: Spa Blue

14” x 20” $145

Fall Pillows
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Déjà vu Pillow
A glorious geometric print is made even more textural 

thanks to a lovely hand-print and intricate quilting stitches 

on wool felt. Reverses to the same geometric print on felt 

(sans the quilting details). A beauty that plays well in any 

pillowscape—and pairs perfectly with many of our bedding 

and rug prints and patterns. 

Hand-printed, wool felt.
Colors: Sun, Berry, Lake & Platinum

22” x 22” $165

Fall Pillows
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Fall Pillows

High Jinks Pillow
The easiest (and prettiest) way to give a room a colorful 

update is with this artisanal pillow that offers playful appeal 

anywhere. The circle motif is made even more textural and 

charming with intricate embroidery and hand-crochet work. 

Reverses to cotton corduroy, and finished with elegant 

piping. Hidden-zipper closure; down/feather insert included.

Cotton with embroidery & hand-crochet detail, cotton 

corduroy reverse
Color: Multi

18” x 18” $185
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Cream of the Crop Pillow
We started with velvet then dipped into our archives to find 

bold floral inspiration, added loads of embroidery, and lifted 

this pillow from accessory to artisanal statement just like 

that. Coordinating hand-printed polka dot reverse and side 

flange. Hidden-zipper closure; down/feather insert included. 

Hand-printed cotton with appliqué, embroidery & velvet.
Color: Multi

14” x 20” $145

Fall Pillows
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Aria Duvet Cover & Shams
We printed our luxurious duvet cover and shams in shades of 

spa blue and lavender to create a light and airy damask. Crafted 

of organic 300 thread count cotton sateen for enduring quality, 

and sublime softness. Finished with a 3” double flange for an 

elegantly dressy look. Duvet cover has hidden-button closure 

and corner ties; Shams have envelope closure. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: Spa Blue

Twin  74” x 94”   $288
Full/Queen  96” x 98”   $348
King  112” x 98”   $378
Std. Sham  26” x 32”   $88*
King Sham  26” x 42”   $98*

Includes 3” double flange all around. 

*Sham cover only, insert sold separately.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Aria Quilt & Shams
We printed our luxurious quilt and shams in shades of spa 

blue and lavender to create a light and airy damask. Crafted of 

organic 300 thread count cotton sateen for enduring quality, and 

sublime softness. Quilt showcases elegant, channel stitching 

and has an organic-cotton fill. Shams are finished with 1” bound 

edges and hidden-zipper closure. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: Spa Blue

Twin  68” x 88”   $298
Full/Queen  94” x 98”   $378
King  112” x 98”   $438
Std. Sham  22” x 28”   $98*
King Sham  22” x 38”   $128*

*Sham cover only, insert sold separately. Sizes include a 1” bound edge.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Aria Shower Curtain
We printed our luxurious shower curtain in shades of spa 

blue and lavender to create a light and airy damask. Crafted of 

organic 300 thread count cotton sateen for enduring quality, 

and sublime softness. Hemmed edges and flange trim (on 

bottom and sides) lend even more elegance to the master 

bath while the buttonhole openings make it easy to hang. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton sateen. 
Color: Spa Blue

72” x 72”   $138

Fall Bed & Bath
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Painted Medallions 
Duvet Cover & Shams
The beauty of a centuries-old Moroccan tile pattern is captured 

in a watercolor painting, then printed on sumptuous organic 300 

thread count cotton sateen for a look that’s fresh and modern. 

Eye-catching shades of blue, green and yellow, create a distinct 

focal point in any master or guest room. Finished with a 1” 

flange and piping. Duvet cover has hidden-button closure and 

corner ties; Shams have envelope closure.

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: Lake

Twin  70” x 90”   $278
Full/Queen  92” x 94”   $318
King  110” x 94”   $328
Std. Sham  22” x 28”   $78*
King Sham  22” x 38”   $88*

*Sham cover only, insert sold separately.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Painted Medallions
Quilt & Shams
The beauty of a centuries-old Moroccan tile pattern 

is captured in a watercolor painting, then printed on 

sumptuous organic 300 thread count cotton sateen for 

a look that’s fresh and modern. In eye-catching shades 

of blue, green and yellow, the quilt showcases elegant 

stitching and has an organic-cotton fill. Shams are finished 

with 1” bound edges and hidden-zipper closure. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: Lake

Twin  68” x 88”   $298
Full/Queen  94” x 98”   $378
King  112” x 98”   $438
Std. Sham  22” x 28”   $98*
King Sham  22” x 38”   $128*

*Sham cover only, insert sold separately. Sizes include a 1” bound edge.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Painted Medallions
Shower Curtain
The beauty of a centuries-old Moroccan tile pattern is 

captured in a watercolor painting, then printed on sumptuous 

organic 300 thread count cotton sateen for a look that’s fresh 

and modern. Shades of blue, green, and yellow will definitely 

liven up the master or guest bath. Hemmed, flange trim and 

piping(on bottom and sides) lends even more elegance while 

the buttonhole openings make it easy to hang. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton sateen. 
Color: Lake

72” x 72”   $128

Fall Bed & Bath
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To-Bay-Go 
Duvet Cover & Shams
Create a tropical resort in your master suite or guest room 

with this wonderful bedding featuring marine flora against 

a sea-colored ground. Gorgeous embroidery creates tons 

of visual interest on this under-the-sea paradise. Masterfully 

crafted of European linen. Duvet cover has hidden-button 

closure and corner ties; Shams have envelope closure. 

100% European Linen with embroidery. Color: Lake

Twin  91” x 71”   $498
Full/Queen  93” x 95”   $528
King  111” x 95”   $548
Std. Sham  23” x 29”   $88
King Sham  23” x 39”   $98

Include 1 1/2” flange

Fall Bed & Bath
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To-Bay-Go 
Drapery Panels
Create a tropical resort in any room with drapery featuring 

marine flora against a sea-colored ground. Gorgeous 

embroidery creates tons of visual interest on this under-the-

sea paradise for your home. Masterfully crafted of European 

linen. Washed for a casually elegant look. Versatile styling 

with three easy hanging options: faux pleat, rod pocket or 

clip rings. 

100% European Linen with embroidery. Color: Lake

50” x 84”   $208
50” x 96”   $218
50” x 108”   $238

Panels sold separately.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Ophelia Duvet Cover & Shams
Painterly blossoms in shades of teal and fuchsia float on this 

luscious 300 thread count sateen bedding, woven from the 

finest organic cotton. The serene and refreshing pattern mixes 

easily with other styles, but is oh so striking on its own.  Duvet 

cover has hidden-button closure and corner ties; Shams have 

envelope closure. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: White

Twin  68” x 88”   $278
Full/Queen  90” x 92”   $318
King  108” x 92”   $328
Std. Sham  20” x 26”   $78*
King Sham  20” x 36”   $88*

*Sham cover only, insert sold separately.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Ophelia Sheet Sets
Painterly blossoms in shades of teal and fuchsia float on this 

luscious 300 thread count sateen sheet set, woven from the 

finest organic cotton. These serene, and refreshing sheets 

mix easily with other styles, but is oh so striking on its own. 

You won’t be disappointed by the generous sizing (17” pocket 

depth) on the fitted sheet. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Color: White

Twin  72” x 102”   $238
Queen  96” x 110”   $298
King  114” x 114”   $348
Std. Case Pair  21” x 31”   $68
King Case Pair 21” x 41”   $78

17” drop on all fitted sheets.

Fall Bed & Bath
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Ophelia Shower Curtain
Painterly blossoms in shades of teal and fuchsia float on this 

luscious 300 thread count shower curtain, woven from the 

finest organic cotton. The serene, and refreshing pattern 

mixes easily with other styles, but is striking enough to stand 

on its own. A perfect choice for your master or guest bath. 

100% GOTS certified organic cotton sateen. 
Color: White

72” x 72”   $128

Fall Bed & Bath
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Confetti Throw
Cuddle up in our faux mohair throw that offers dream-worthy 

coziness and a powerful punch of color to your sofa, armchair 

(and shoulders of course). Hand-woven in invitingly blended 

yarns and colors that mirror the look and feel of real mohair, 

and perfect for anyone allergic to angora. A wonderful 

accessory to give—or receive. 

Polyester/acrylic blend. 
Colors: Peacock, Platinum, Newport Red & Ultramarine Blue

50” x 70”   $98

Fall Throws
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Park Throw
Delicious textures and delightful colors (including a new 

Driftwood hue) make this cozy throw an inviting accent for 

any room (and everybody). Variegated yarn is hand woven 

in a popcorn-like stitch, lending a distinctive texture and 

coloration. Finished with a hand-knotted fringe 

100% Acrylic.
Colors: Teal, Clover, Newport Red, Blue Iris, White, 
Driftwood (new), & Sky

50” x 70”   $120

Fall Throws
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Paparazzi Fabric
Ribbons + yarns + a hint of shine a stunning, and textural 

fabric worthy of a close up! Durable cotton/poly offers mixes 

and matches with many of our prints and patterns, and 

makes a fashionable statement in any space. 54” wide. 

Cotton/polyester 
Colors: Berry, Blue Iris, Platinum & Turquoise

$65 per yard

Grade: C

Fall Fabric
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Vivienne Fabric
Gorgeous and glam. Made of beautiful cotton velvet with an 

invitingly plush, pile hand, Vivienne is available in eight lovely 

hues just right to pair with all our prints and patterns in the 

bedroom, living room and beyond. 54” wide. 

Colors: Amethyst, Jade, Scarlet

$70 per yard

Grade: D

Fall Fabric


